Development of a safety biomarker signature to detect hepatic sinusoidal dilation associated with an anti-DLL4 biotherapeutic.
Biomarkers of lesion-specific drug induced liver toxicity are currently lacking. To develop a biomarker signature using routine clinical pathology parameters that predict hepatic sinusoidal dilation related to anti-DLL4 biotherapeutics. Random forest and factor analysis was used to construct a signature of routine laboratory tests to detect microscopically confirmed sinusoidal dilation of the liver. A biomarker signature was developed comprising two scores (S1 and S2) with area under the curve (AUC) for sinusoidal dilation prediction of 0.81, 0.85 and 0.96 in three rat studies and 0.48 and 0.81 in two monkey studies. A unique, two-dimensional signature of liver parameters and red blood cell parameters could detect sinusoidal dilation in multiple preclinical species.